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Challenge Yourself Geometrically
WITH THIS INTERMEDIATE LACE COWL
By Suzanne Carter-Jackson, May 2010

Gauge
22 stitches/10cm
5.5 stitches/inch 
stockinette in the round

Needles 
3.5mm / US4 circular or DPNs to suit

Notions 
12 markers
tapestry needle to weave in ends
row counter or highlight tape

Yarn
100g Waterloo Wools Manitoulin
Sport-weight, alpaca/soy blend

Size
One size fits most. Shawl pin optional.

Cast on
Cast on 144 stitches using the long-tailed cast on, holding right 
index finger between the last formed stitch and the newly formed 
stitch to ensure a stretchy cast on. 
Place a marker every 12 stitches (one section). Join in the round 
without twisting and start knitting the body.

Body
Follow the chart for each section (e.g. repeat row 1 x 12, etc). 
Remove each stitch marker when knitting the last stitch of row 19 
on the chart for each section. Replace after making the stitch. 
Repeat the whole chart 2 more times until you have 60 rows or as 
desired for length.

Bind off
Very loosely. Block and wear!

The original cowl was knit with an Alpaca/Soy blend from Waterloo Wools (Manitoulin), a sport-weight yarn.

Its gently warming accordion shape fits loosely around the neck.

RIDGEDLEAFCOWL
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Ridged Leaf Cowl
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Need it Longer? 
You can add repeats of the pattern 
(or half pattern) for the length you 
desire. If you’re using alpaca or 
silk, it will grow lengthwise in the 
wearing. If you’re using wool, add 
more repeats for more length.

Changing Gauge?
To adjust the pattern for different 
yarns, you can add or remove sets 
of 12 stitches from the cast-on 
amount to adjust the circumference 
of the cowl, and knit fewer or more 
repeats of the pattern to adjust for 
height.

For this stitch 
only: 
• slip one knit-wise
• slip one purl-wise
• remove marker
• slip last stitch purl-

wise back to left 
needle

• k2tog
• pass first slipped 

stitch over k2tog 
stitch

• replace marker 
AFTER new stitch

REPEAT


